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Open your arms to welcome the summer solstice and the pleasure it
bestows. As you gather with loved ones, celebrate the bounty of riches, and
share your heart and soul. Bring out a mouth-watering cornucopia of food and

beverages along with your deeply-felt spirit of patriotism as you commemorate the 4th
of July. Let America’s flag fly proudly. The symbol of summer’s beauty is Cancer, the
featured sign of the month who embraces sentiment deeply. Shower Cancer with love
and acknowledge how you feel about them, share your favorite personal memory, and
bring forth the laughter, fun, and music that accompanies a lovely meal. Cancers
cherish nurturing gestures, save the meaningful cards you send, and adore the
thoughtfulness that comes from your caring heart and generous spirit.
IMPORTANT DATE
JULY 4: Independence Day

ANNOUNCEMENTS: Congratulations to CK on winning May’s drawing of a $10 gift
certificate to apply toward a future consultation. Monthly drawings are open to all
clients who book a consultation of one hour or more. June’s award will be a $10
coupon to use toward your next appointment. A shout-out goes to Anne and Ray on
celebrating your wedding anniversary and a birthday shoutout goes to JK, LE, SL, MB,
JS, HB, AS, DG, PL, MZ and me. Llewellyn Moon Sign and Sun Sign Books are on sale for
2022 now and the 2023 Sun Sign Book will be available in July. I am the principal
author of both the 2022 and 2023 SUN SIGN BOOKS. I also have a feature article in the
2022 MOON SIGN BOOK, “How your Moon Helps You Cope With Challenging Times.”
These books will be available in July. Check for annuals and calendars at your favorite
bookstore or order online from www.Llewellyn.com or Amazon. I am working on the
upcoming 2024 Sun Sign Book now which will publish in July 2023. I have also signed a
contract to write a feature article on lunar eclipses for the 2024 Moon Sign Book which
will publish in late spring 2023. NOTE: No office hours July 2-5.
Cyber threats menace many users receiving scam mail that says their orders
are being filled, that their order has been received, and they are charging a credit
card for the goods (not true), and will be processed or arrive on a specific date. Send
this straight to SPAM. As a precaution, you might check with your card provider to
make sure, but chances are, your message did not even mention a specific card – all

designed to get you to answer to obtain personal information. Don’t click on anything
or call a number the scammers supply. If the mail lists a vendor you do business with,
contact the vendor to report the ruse. Ask vendors to secure deliveries and keep
neighborhood stalker thieves at bay. Invest in a security system, especially those with
cameras to monitor visitors to your home or place of business. Be sure electronic
devices are safe from data theft. Change passwords to ensure integrity. Phone
phishing scams are back with perpetrators pretending to be from the IRS, charities,
Medicare, and Social Security. The scammer wants you to think they are “legitimate”
in the message they are sending. Never send or respond to chain mail; send to SPAM.
Phone calls: Hang up ASAP.
CANCER and THE YEAR AHEAD
Happy Birthday, Cancer! You are the first Water Sun Sign in the Zodiac, and
the Moon is the natural ruler of the 4th House of home and family, people who live
with you, foundations, and the heart of domestic activity, what your home’s vibration
feels like, base of operations, household matters including decorating, design,
renovation, and real estate; mother and sometimes father, your sixth sense,
gardening, landscaping or plants, and your emotional temperature along with how you
respond to others’ plights. This section of the chart highlights parts of your life and
personality that describe how you interact with family members, work through issues,
and solve related problems; what you like to do around the house; people you connect
with in the home; how you prepare meals and what you eat; cooking skills and kitchen
equipment. You express love via making favorite treats in the oven. Many Cancers are
natural chefs and enjoy cooking. In contrast, some of them claim they can count on
one hand how often they use the oven in a given year. When a Cancer has a kitchen
located in the front of the house, chances are they eat out frequently. Born under the
sign of the Crab, you are both a water sign and the second action-oriented Cardinal
sign fulfilling your mission to explore and share the depth of your feelings that may be
repressed due to shyness or stemming from emotional wounding. With the Moon as
your ruler, and its house location and sign in your chart, you’ll gain insight into how
your personality manifests. Impeccable work habits aid you in fulfilling goals. Look for
indicators of what makes you unusually sensitive. You’ll crawl into your shell to avoid
confrontations or addressing how you are hurting, and toxic people who stifle you.
Your excellent memory is one of your most treasured assets. This year the Sun enters
Cancer on June 21 at 5:14 AM EDT and leaves on July 22 at 4:07 PM EDT.
Jupiter is the benevolent planet that has dominance over areas where you feel
adventurous, enthusiastic, expansive, prosperous, and ready for travel. Early in the
year, Jupiter swept through your solar 9th house in Pisces. As we enter your Sun sign
territory Jupiter resides in Aries and will turn retrograde on July 28 at 8 degrees of
Aries while it moves through your solar 10th House of responsibility and authority,
most likely stimulating your appetite for a career change, a promotion, raise, a
significant shift in duties, or a change in the status quo related to family. By
October 28, retrograde Jupiter makes it back to Pisces and your solar ninth house of
the higher mind, advanced education, in-laws, foreigners and their cultures, longdistance travel, philosophy, religion, publishing, and writing. The planet of
optimism started out on December 20 in Pisces offering you a taste of what is to come
in 2022. Jupiter lived up to its love of travel this year occupying two signs and two
houses. The planet of riches goes direct on November 23 EDT. Those of you born
June 21-July 22 feel the impact of Jupiter in Pisces at various times this year. Be
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aware of the shifts in schedules and travel plans and recognize the need to adjust
routines, assess relationships or slow down the pace of projects to address the Big
Picture while Jupiter is in Pisces. You could also benefit through unexpected gifts or
trips involving people at a distance. You may take a long-desired vacation. From May
10-October 28 those of you born June 21-July 1 feel the greatest impact from personal
responsibility while Jupiter is in early degrees of Aries. Enjoy the benefits from raises,
recognition, and career accomplishments during this developing period. They will
escalate in 2023. Saturn occupies Aquarius this year and most affects you if you are
born July 2-19 in your solar 8th House. Right now, Saturn is retrograde until
October 23 and gives abundant clues about what aspects of finance, debt, and
investment needs work over the next year. Saturn highlights restrictions and
responsibility. If there is anything you’re planning to accomplish related to debt
management, now is the time to develop a viable strategy, either eliminating it or
taking on new debt such as a mortgage or construction loan. Certain areas of your life
are complex now especially in the aftermath of the lingering fallout of Coronavirus
that may affect both you and your partner. Get a handle on delays and reorganize
financial priorities at home and at work. Be patient yet objective and seek expertise if
you need assistance. Schedule leisure time and enjoy social activities to take a break
from workaholic tendencies. Eliminate rigid patterns you may have developed while
you cultivate a clearer perspective and tweak goals that enhance success. Don’t take
on another’s debt. Purchase goods and big ticket items during non-retrograde periods.
Validate decisions and timelines by keeping your astrologer, attorneys, advisors, and
subject matter specialists on speed dial when critical situations occur. Uranus in
Taurus travels through your Solar 11th House of associations, friendships, groups,
organizations, goals, hopes and wishes. Cancers born July 1-12 will be busier than
ever and will feel the most impact from Uranus this year as you examine choices
regarding long-term career, personal, and professional goals. Exert independence,
assess memberships in associations, groups, and friendships, and expand contacts.
Enjoy the benefits of inspiring and positive relationships. Pursue your cherished
dreams to use your talent and let wisdom display your strengths. Renew connections
with mentors and special friends. You may have benefited from Jupiter’s compatible
presence in Pisces and received a raise when Jupiter moved to Aries as a result of your
outstanding contributions to restore equilibrium in the workplace. New conditions such
as the price of gasoline may curb personal and business travel suggesting you use more
Face Time or Zoom meetings in lieu of using expensive resources to do business.
Uranus abruptly demands action, sometimes ignoring others’ feelings when quick
action is needed – neither a Cancer nor a Taurus trait. Money disagreements are more
quickly resolved with your employer’s resources in a solvent position to fund
improvements. If you have planets from the 10th-18th degrees of Cancer, Virgo, Taurus,
or Capricorn, you’ll experience the benefits of the unpredictable and spontaneous
Uranus energy. Take note of where the fixed sign eclipses in Taurus and Scorpio hit
your chart this year and analyze choices, assessing how they affect your values. Stay
calm by practicing yoga, deep breathing, meditation, and exercise to lower your blood
pressure and create clearer space. Uranus occupies Taurus exclusively during 20222023 and goes retrograde from August 24 through January 22, 2023. Ignite the power
of your cherished goals. Neptune resides in its home sign, Pisces, and compatibly
syncs with your Cancer Sun, now turning retrograde from June 28-December 3 in
your solar 9th House of the higher mind, advanced education, journalism, accelerated
business plans, foreigners, medical and legal specialists, politics, publishing, in-laws,
long-distance travel, and spirituality where it will remain until 2025. This year’s
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transits are especially meaningful to those of you born July 12-19 with planets at 20-25
degrees that highlight life’s deeper spiritual and philosophical perspectives. Cancers
savor getaways to water destinations and will eagerly pack their bags when lifted
restrictions signal that it’s safe to travel and your intuitive vibes say “go”. Trips to the
beach, lake, sharing seaside meals, cruises, or dramatic waterfall settings attract you.
Many of you benefit at last from much-delayed reunions with relatives, schoolmates,
soul mates and long lost friends. Higher education and foreign travel expand desirable
communication options. Eliminate confusing information by engaging both inner and
outer insight to validate or reject what you learn. Change routines and internalize new
directions. The primary benefit of this Neptune transit accelerates psychic and
intuitive ability. Creativity flows with Neptune’s presence and opens your
understanding of reflection and the dream state. Let go of energy-eating codependent relationships and disengage from ungrateful people who don’t even thank
you for your caring gestures. Use professional guidance to pursue career, educational,
and lifestyle matters. Plan get-togethers or celebrations with friends and family. Pluto
in Capricorn (now retrograde in motion until October 8) connects with Cancers
born July 17-22 in your solar 7th House of business, personal and romantic
partners, medical practitioners and advisors, roommates, collaborators, the public,
consultants, and legal practitioners. How are you addressing pressing issues related
to personal and business partnerships that are motivating you to make changes that
bring relief? What are you learning about new people entering your circle and those
that are already present? Challenges may revolve around intimacy, shared roles,
responsibilities, social interactions, and how skillful you are at managing business
matters. You have been dealing with the karma cleaners associated with Pluto for 14
years, a long time to juggle any lingering stress related to important relationships.
Now is the time to let go of them and assess the value of actions you have taken.
You’ll have to address existing conditions if you are already in a relationship that is
making you miserable. Stop holding in the pain and embrace decision-making.
Partnerships are multi-layered and so is Pluto. Slow and steady does it in terms of
letting go. Pluto prefers regeneration encouraging you to heal, find satisfying work,
and enjoy fulfilling relationships. If you are a Cancer born with the Sun and some
planets in the other Cardinal signs, Capricorn, Libra, or Aries from the 25th to the 28th +
degrees, you will experience amazing insight when Pluto’s challenging aspects occur.
Check with your astrologer to understand the conditions evolving in your chart. With
Pluto in Capricorn moving through your 7th House your goal is to attract positive
attention, find personal happiness and stability in relationships and drop partners who
stifle independence. Review your life goals and prod your tender Cancer heart toward
a more fulfilling path. Enjoy benefits with those you love, cherish them, and have fun
along the way. Pluto goes direct on October 8, 2022.
This Year’s Eclipses affect you as follows: You’ll experience four in 2022 – 2
solar and 2 lunar eclipses that create tension in earth and water signs. Two
eclipses fell before your 2022 birthday in Taurus and Scorpio, in April and May
2022. Eclipses during this long cycle occur in your 11th and 5th houses. Let’s take a
peek at what’s in store. The first new Moon eclipse fell in your solar 11th house of
group activities, associates, friends, professional organizations, personal goals,
dreams, wishes, and the resources your employer has available to grow the
business and expand the skills of the team. The April 30 solar eclipse was in Taurus
at 10°b 28’ and will influence your chart until November 8, and beyond. Be sure to
develop humanitarian interests, keep current with important memberships, and run
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for office if it suits your plans. Work on primary goals and explore resources that help
you grow your career and life preferences. Take time off from responsibilities and
find time to relax. Be aware that transiting Uranus in Taurus is in this house all year
and could influence the impact of eclipses when they occur. If you are looking for a
new job, use trusted networks for leads. The first lunar eclipse of 2022 occurred on
May 16 in Scorpio at 25°h 18” in your solar 5th House of your children, romance,
social life, sports, recreation, vacation venues, and speculation. Be tuned in to
people affiliated with this house that could prove very influential to your undertakings
and to the quality of your relationships. Many of you could start a business or work
more in the consulting field; others may get engaged if the perfect person comes
along. Any problem areas may come to light. Depending upon your chart pattern, you
may strengthen bonds with social connections, children, or romantic relationships. The
creative among you may develop written materials for companies, books, or diverse
publications. Work out solutions when differences occur. Be sure you get enough sleep
as demands on your time accelerate and affect stamina. Research content material.
Accept invitations for fun and games to energize your spirit. The next full moon
eclipse that falls during your current birthday cycle occurs on October 25 in
Scorpio at 2°h 00’ in your solar 5th house of children and their interests, dating
and romance, facets of your friendships and dating life, sports, coaching, teaching,
recreation, and vacation travel. Based on what you discovered back in May regarding
important or close relationships, you are ready to take the final steps to act on
pending decisions. Many paths open up for you according to your life circumstances.
Will it be an engagement, a separation, a growing bond of love with a child, or a
search for a new expression of your creativity? What risks are you willing to take to
achieve your goals? Choose the direction your sensitive Cancer heart craves and follow
your intuition. The final 2022 lunar eclipse occurs on November 8 in your 11th
House of associations, goals, dreams, friendships, your organization’s resources,
and group collaboration. This eclipse occurs at 16°b 01’ in at 6:02 AM EST in close
proximity to transiting Uranus in Taurus giving you hints to examine important aspects
of group memberships in personal and professional organizations. Sudden blow-ups
may occur that send you packing if you have been doubting your continued allegiance
to the group. Look for solid, new relationships entering your life as you embrace new
avenues to strengthen connections and expand networks. Pay attention to any wakeup calls that tell you these associations are no longer viable. Develop goals and
philosophies that give you awareness of the direction you want to follow in the coming
year. Put your name in the hat if you’re ready to take on a new assignment or
leadership role. Decide where you want to be in the coming year. Schedule an
appointment with your astrologer for a deeper look at the opportunities that affect
your work and leisure time during the coming year. Activity in this house continues
through mid-May of 2023. Enjoy the efficiency.
Two more eclipses fall before your 2023 birthday cycle. The first solar eclipse of
2023 takes place on April 20 at 12:13 AM EDT in Aries at 29°a 50’ in your solar
tenth house of career, ambition, authority, recognition for achievements,
organizational matters, and the status quo. When an eclipse lands in this house you
often receive reminders to adhere to commitments or forge new ones with compatible
sources. Accountability and responsibility come into play making what you achieve an
imperative force behind promotions, rewards, and an elevated status in the work
world. Define critical goals that enhance greater productivity while adapting new work
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habits that fit with the evolving organizational culture to bring you greater success.
Hire a consultant or coach if you need help managing career change. Two weeks later
on May 5, 2023, the first lunar eclipse of the year takes place in Scorpio at 1:34 PM
EDT 14°h 58’ in your solar 5th House of children and their interests, amusements,
romance, social life, sports, and speculation. People connected to this house could
rise in importance and demand a great deal of time and energy as you strengthen
bonds. Find solutions for problems, take trips, seek amusement, and enjoy down time.
Scorpio is compatible to your sign. Manifest wins via gambling, speculation,
investment, and happy surprises. Fill your calendar with fun and games that please
your psyche. This eclipse influences your through October 28, 2023. This section may
apply also to individuals with Cancer on the Ascendant or in part to those with
multiple Cancer planets including the Moon.
Famous Cancers include: Prince William, Cyndi Lauper, Juliette Lewis, Carson Daly,
Bruce Campbell, Kris Kristofferson, Meryl Streep, Elizabeth Warren, Randy Jackson, Joss
Whedon, Anna Paquin, Carly Simon, George Michael, Chris Isaak, Chris O’Donnell, Tobey
Maguire, John Cusack, Kathy Bates, John Bradshaw, Richard Lewis, Vincent D’Onofrio, Dan
Aykroyd, Liv Tyler, Pamela Anderson, Princess Diana, Lindsay Lohan, Tom Cruise, Elizabeth
Hendrickson, Hunter Tylo, Tom Stoppard, Gina Lollobrigida, Geraldo Rivera, Neil Simon, Huey
Lewis, Edie Falco, Dalai Lama, former President George W. Bush, Sylvester Stallone, 50 Cent,
Michelle Kwan, Gerald Ford, Ringo Starr, Anjelica Huston, Billy Crudup, Kevin Bacon, Chris
Cooper, Fred Savage, Jimmy Smits, Jane Lynch, Tom Hanks, Jessica Simpson, Giorgio Armani,
“Lil Kim”, Bill Cosby, Harrison Ford, Matthew Fox, Forest Whitaker, Linda Ronstadt, Phoebe
Cates, Chelsie Hightower, Blake Lewis, CC Sabathia, David Hasselhoff, Elizabeth McGovern,
Arianna Huffington, James Brolin, Nelson Mandela, Carlos Santana, Ali Landry, Benedict
Cumberbatch, Jon Lovitz, Rory Culkin, Vanessa Lengies, Brandi Chastain, Sandra Oh, Kay Starr,
Edward Herrmann, Charlotte Gainsbourg, Damian Marley, Gary Trudeau, Alex Trebek, Josh
Hartnett, David Spade, Willem DaFoe, and Robin Williams.

THE PLANETS’ ACTIVITY JUNE 21-July 22, 2022
The Summer Solstice occurs on June 21 at 5:14 AM EDT, the longest day of
the year. The Moon in Aries is conjunct Jupiter in Aries and Mercury in Gemini and in
harmonious aspect on the 21st. The week starts off on a very upbeat note and exudes
harmony making it a great time to meet up with friends and loved ones or pursue
romantic interests. Monday’s sextile between Mercury and Jupiter in Pisces gets
positive support from the Moon in Pisces conjunct sexy Neptune and soulful, serious
Pluto in Capricorn. Outer planet Uranus is along for a harmonious ride nudging Venus
to join the circle and see what it is like to have a good time. Continue the momentum
through the 26th before you head back to the work scene and real world demands. The
U.S. is a Cancer country feeling intense pressure. Keep your eye on the shifting
conditions affecting our Nation noting where conflicts occur world-wide and how they
continue to affect us. Eclipses take 6 months to a year to play out and a lot can
happen during their cycles. The two that occurred on April 30 and May 16 are the last
until October and November. Mercury the messenger planet is in Gemini, its natural
home planet through July 5 when it moves rapidly through Cancer before finishing
the cycle in early Leo starting July 19. Take advantage of smooth transitions for
meetings, finishing up assignments, and laying the groundwork for a vacation cycle
when Mercury trines Saturn ahead of the Moon opposition to Saturn late on the 2nd.
Three planets are retrograde in the heavens –Saturn, Neptune, and Pluto, to be joined
by Jupiter on July 28. Finish work on projects you already started. Venus enters
Gemini on June 22 and moves to Cancer on July 17 through the remainder of the
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Cancer period. The vibes are socially-oriented and celebratory, perfect for fun,
parties, romance, and special connections especially if you have Venus or other
planets in these signs. Mars occupies Aries, the sign of its ruler until July 5th through
the end of July bringing high energy, assertiveness, adventure, and humor to those
of you looking for a break from boring routines. Note where these two signs are
present in your chart and schedule favorite events. Avoid strained interactions,
impulsiveness, or arguments. Watch the planet of war as it acts on the world stage
with its plethora of fractured agreements, incompatible political ideology, and
confusing communication. Avoid flighty fibbers. If you have Mars in a strong aspect to
any planets in your chart, steer clear of testy individuals. Mars leaves Taurus after
mid-August. Use its stable energy to wrap up projects and take time for vacation in
July or August. Others cooperate when the environment is steady. Jupiter is
retrograde in early Aries during this cycle and most affects Aries – March 26-30,
Gemini – May 27-11, Cancer – June 27-July 1, Virgo – August 27-September 2,
Scorpio – October 29-November 2, Sagittarius – November 28-December 2,
Capricorn – December 27-31, and Aquarius January 26-29, all born at 6 to 8
degrees of their signs. Aspects for the fire and air signs are harmonious; those for
water or earth are challenging. Jupiter changes signs, back to Pisces in October where
it shows compatible interaction with Neptune. This month stay in touch with your
spiritual insight and enjoy the creative expression of art, entertainment, and music.
Analyze facts carefully before making decisions. Saturn in Aquarius travels over the
24th and 23rd degrees in retrograde motion this month most affecting those of you
born February 11-14, May 13-16, August 15-18, and November 15-18 by sending
hard aspects your way. Saturn favorably affects fire signs Aries, Leo, and
Sagittarius and air signs Gemini and Libra born with Sun, Moon, or planets at 23-24
degrees of these signs. You feel the effects if you are a member of these signs and
have planets on these degrees. Fixed signs are in the spotlight now with a number of
planets in opposition, square or conjunct one another as well as the interaction with
the 2022 eclipses in Scorpio and Taurus. Examine challenges and trouble spots. Then
select workable solutions ensuring those involved that all opinions counted and
received consideration in your decision-making exercise. Show cooperation and logic
on the 7th, speak up on the 17th, and share your intuitive savvy for the rest of the
Cancer period.
Uranus in Taurus travels over the 17th and 18th degrees this month giving you
bubbly energy when the Moon favors both Uranus and Neptune on the 30th. Steer
clear of tension for the rest of the week though when Mars squares the Moon and
Pluto in Capricorn which in turn opposes the Moon in late Cancer. Individuals born
with planets at 16-18 degrees of Taurus born May 6-10 are most affected now as are
Aquarians born February 4-8, Leos born August -12, and Scorpios born November 8-12
with Uranus in hard aspect to your Suns. Release pent up anger that lingers over the
holiday before the next weekend. Expect emotional frustration and a rebellious
feeling either within you or emanating from those in your circle. Let it go by the 10th
to enjoy the last day of the summer weekend. Venus squares Neptune and sparks
disagreements over leisure time choices, money, and travel plans. Be discreet. Better
vibrations occur when you keep the mood optimistic and focus on improving your
attitude, appearance, and leisure time. Shop, purchase summer clothing, and enjoy
your growing self-confidence. Uranus in Taurus harmonizes well with Cancer, Virgo,
Capricorn, and Pisces individuals born with planets at 17-18 degrees of their signs this
month. Be charitable. Neptune goes retrograde early on June 28 at 25 degrees in
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Pisces and goes direct on December 3; those born March 15-17 feel it the strongest
this month; also affected positively are Cancers, Capricorns, Scorpios, and Taurus
born with planets around 25 degrees of their signs. If you are a mutable sign,
Gemini, Virgo, Sagittarius, or Pisces born with planets at 25 degrees of your sign, take
extra precautions when signing legal paper, leases, wills, or when considering major
purchases, negotiating agreements, or entering new relationships or partnerships –
business or personal. Check fine details of proposals that appear too tempting to turn
down. Monitor incoming phone calls from unknown sources to keep personal
information away from scam artists. You could feel loved and cherished when Neptune
makes a romantic aspect to the Moon on the 18th. Welcome new people into your life,
especially potential romantic partners. Ask questions and share your philosophy.
Psychic insight accelerates while Neptune connects with your Sun. Enjoy the action
stories, mysteries, police encounters, or crime-solving dramas you prefer and test your
insight to solve the cases while you watch. Record your dreams and enjoy the truth
they awaken. Pluto in Capricorn is retrograde through October 8. This slow moving
planet hovers around the 28th degree and most affects Capricorns born January 18-20;
Aries born April 18-20, Cancers born July 20-22, and Libras born October 21-22. Where
is Capricorn hanging out in your natal chart? You’ll find the spot where Pluto is
traveling and identify issues that make you feel stuck. Pluto is most powerful around
the time of the full moon on the 13th when it leans on you to develop stronger unity
among team members or partners. Get the job done! Summer fun is waiting for you.
Pluto opposes the waning New Moon in Cancer on the 30th, in mid-afternoon before it
moves to Leo for a bout with a lighter energy on the 1st. Pass the time by cleaning out
closets and organizing loose ends so you free up space to enjoy a weekend outing. Act
on pending decisions after the 16th and verify dates for plans and medical procedures.
Close the door on manipulative tactics and any negative energy that may affect your
personal life. To avoid toxic conditions, let go of troubling situations that create
greater anxiety. Welcome the emerging transformation and let the good vibes flow.
The Full Moon in Capricorn on the 13th generates productivity when partners offer help
to get the job done. Monitor medical and physical ailments if you have been dizzy or
experience low blood pressure. Report your symptoms to your doctor. You may need a
prescription change. Chiron in Aries is turning retrograde on the 19th this month at
16°a 26’. Now it affects the charts of Aries born April 5-7 by challenging you to
assess inner pain, address dilemmas, and choose viable solutions. If you still have
old stuff giving you painful memories, move freely to a worry-free state of mind. Clear
your environment so that you can shed old wounds and leave the pain behind.
Visualize what you want to replace the painful memories, and instead let the healing
energy soothe your soul. Aries is a lover of freedom. Open your heart to accommodate
newfound joy.
LUNAR/SOLAR CYCLES
JUNE 21: Sun Enters Cancer, 5:14 A M EDT Summer Solstice
JUNE 28: New Moon in Cancer, 10:52 PM EDT, 7° d 23’
JULY 24: Full Moon in Capricorn, 2:38 PM EDT, 21°j 21’ (Supermoon)
JULY 22: Sun Enters Leo e, 4:07 PM EDT
PEOPLE, PLACES, EVENTS, AND TOPICS IN THE NEWS
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Readers have expressed concerns about the economy, rising interest rates, and
record-setting inflation and complain that consumer prices like gasoline and food are
escalating rapidly, at record-high rates. (Some grocery items have doubled or tripled
in price.) Readers mention the quality of goods seems to be deteriorating in taste,
size, and makeup of materials yet the prices keep rising. Readers’ continue to express
concerns about the Coronavirus and whether we are protected from new strains. Many
people have the virus and don’t even know it. Vaccines are now available for children
while the U.S. helps other countries receive these medications. Many of you report
that you’re tuned in to the January 6 hearings and shaking your heads over what you
are learning. Congress will be at it for a while. Squabbling in Congress continues as
candidates prepare for upcoming elections. Thank you for sharing how you are getting
through challenging times. Continue to cope, find ways to do your work, and bond
with family members and friends. Use technology to stay connected and support one
another. I congratulate the medical professionals who have stepped up to develop new
ways to assist patients. Invest in the future for the greater good of the country by
staying safe. May clear insight prevail.

Ray Liotta: His friends and fans speak highly of this gifted actor who was born in
Newark, New Jersey, on December 18, 1954, and died in his sleep on May 26, 2022, in
the Dominican Republic while making a film, DANGEROUS WATERS. A Sagittarius, Ray
was most recognized for his roles as Shoeless Joe Jackson in FIELD OF DREAMS, and as
Henry Hill in Martin Scorsese’s GOODFELLAS. He was a Primetime Emmy Award winning
actor who received nominations for a Golden Globe (as Ray Sinclair in SOMETHING
WILD, 1986, for Best Supporting Actor) and two Screen Actors Guild awards (THE RAT
PACK, 1998, and TEXAS RISING, 2015). Known also for his television work, Liotta
earned an Emmy for Outstanding Guest Actor in a Drama Series for his work on the
popular ER hospital drama. His last film was The Many Saints of Newark, a prequel to
The Sopranos. As a Sagittarius, his chart shows Ceres, Mercury, and the Sun in that
sign, the Moon (public, family, country) and Neptune (acting, drama, disguises, hidden
facts) in Libra, and several Scorpio placements including Juno and a Saturn-Venus
conjunction in Scorpio along with the Dark Moon Lilith, some of which reflects his
early origins. He was abandoned as a baby and placed in an orphanage where he was
adopted by his parents when he was six months old. Later in life he was able to learn
more about his biological family when he hired a detective. His partner, at the time of
his death, was Jacy Nittolo. One daughter survives, Karsen, whom he had with
Michelle Grace. Rest In Peace.
Jennifer Hudson is the youngest woman to ever win an EGOT award at the June 12,
2022, Tony Awards. Jennifer, a Virgo born September 12, 1981, in Chicago, has been a
powerhouse performer since she finished in 7th place as a finalist on American Idol in
2004. Winning an EGOT means the performer has won an Emmy, Grammy, Oscar, and a
Tony award. This year Jennifer took home a Tony for her outstanding work in
producing the musical, A STRANGE LOOP, the story of a Black gay man and his mental
struggles as a playwright. The musical also won a Tony as the best new musical on
Broadway. Jennifer won her Oscar for best supporting actress in Dreamgirls back in
2006. The “Spotlight” singer later won a Grammy for her self-titled R&B album in 2009,
the best musical theater album Grammy for her work on The Color Purple in 2017, and
an Emmy in 2021 for her executive production on the VR film Baba Yaga. Jennifer’s
natal chart shows a beautiful stellium of planets in one of the musical signs, Libra:
Saturn, Mercury, Jupiter, Vesta, Pluto, and Venus in harmony with the Moon in Aquarius,
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an indicator of her intense concentration of her chosen field and great popularity with the
public. Congratulations, Jennifer on a job well done.

READERS’ CORNER
Thank you for the feedback and comments you sent during the past month
revolving around the article about respecting the boundaries of others when you are a
guest in another’s home. I am amazed at the number of readers who have been
dealing with similar issues that often go unaddressed when guests visit and seem to
leave their manners behind. Thank you for validating your experience with the content
of the article. This month’s question revolves around overhearing gossip at a party
about someone related to you and wondering how to react to the news. Comments
welcome.
Q. I am a Cancer born June 28 with a daughter who is getting married early in
2023. Members of her wedding party hosted a gathering for mothers of the bride and
groom, key friends, and other close relatives to get a feel for how many invitations
will go out and who should be on the invitation list, as well as on the wedding shower
invitee list that they will host. While I was mingling with attendees I overhead a
discussion by one of the bridesmaids telling a friend that my daughter doesn’t want to
have children until after age 35 but hasn’t yet told the groom-to-be. I was horrified as
my daughter is turning 30 in September and it doesn’t seem fair to her fiancé not to
know her feelings or that she would consider keeping it from him as the wedding date
approaches. How should I handle this secret? Should I tell him or confront her first? I
am not the type to make a scene and said nothing at the gathering. Thank you.
A. You are a Cancer born June 28 with a Sun square to both your daughter’s
Libra Sun on September 27 and your daughter’s partner born March 31. I can
understand why you feel trapped in the middle of a delicate topic that you had no
idea existed until two weeks ago. Let’s start with the Sun positions of the bride and
groom which are opposite one another and reflect different life views and attitudes.
Mercury (how your mind works, communication) in each chart is opposite as well – his
is in Taurus and hers in in Scorpio. Transiting Saturn in Aquarius is creating tension he
doesn’t even know about and is putting pressure on her Scorpio placement via the
harsh square aspect which she is choosing to ignore for now. This year’s eclipses are in
both Taurus and Scorpio. This secret may come out even before the Scorpio eclipse of
October 25 pries it loose if she doesn’t come clean. The Moon indicates stress and
unexpected exchanges triggered by the eclipse on your daughter’s Mercury. The
couple may get into a spat that escalates and could lead to exposure of information in
more than one area that is being withheld. Your role is to do nothing with the couple
as this is their personal issue. You could talk to your daughter about what you
overheard to validate the disclosure. Her bridesmaid was very indiscreet in sharing
private information so loosely. If what the bridesmaid said is true, then ask her how
she plans to handle her feelings about birthing children. Encourage your daughter to
speak to her fiancé as soon as possible. The main source of friction is secretive
communication. Stay calm and be willing to listen to what your daughter has to say.
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Thank you to all who sent in questions and comments about earlier
newsletters. I appreciate your feedback on the Gemini issue and welcome your
thoughts on this one. Follow me on Twitter@AstroOnDemand for comments and at
www.astrologyondemand.com for blogs. This Newsletter posts on Facebook and
Twitter.
QUOTE OF THE MONTH: “The world always seems brighter when you've just made

something that wasn't there before.” …Neil Gaiman
OFFICE HOURS




Monday, through Friday: 12–6 pm.
Saturday: 12-4 pm.
All other hours by special arrangement. No Sunday hours.

Information about the sign of the month is general and may not address the actual
activity in your chart. If this is your birthday month or if you are interested in learning more
about how the current cycles affect your chart, call me to schedule an appointment for a
personal consultation or a coaching session. For a unique approach give the gift of a
consultation or a written report to a loved one or associate. Gift certificates are available in
the amount of your choice. Refer a friend who could use a new perspective and receive a $15
discount toward your next consultation. I look forward to hearing from you. All payments now
via PayPal tied to my g-mail account alice.deville27@gmail.com.
HHaappppyy FFoouurrtthh ooff JJuullyy aanndd eennjjooyy tthhee ssuum
mm
meerr,,

Alice
Alice DeVille
Consulting Services
Office: (813) 374-5398
Twitter@AstroOnDemand
www.astrologyondemand.com
NOTE: I usually keep files for five years and continuously update both online and postal mailing
lists. If you have moved in the past six months, please send your current address. To be
removed from this mailing list or to make a mailing address change, send a message to
DeVilleAA@aol.com. Many thanks.
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